
Changing your life through
changing your viewpoint
A photographer has many lenses at his disposal. Wide angles, fisheyes, telephotos,
macro, and microscope lenses. All these lenses are the resource of a photographer, to help
him to render a specific interpretation of a scene.

A wide angle lens, for example, shows more of the scene than would a "normal" lens
from the same perspective. A telephoto shows just a small part of the same scene, but
from a far closer viewpoint. A fisheye lens can be so dramatic, that it will show the feet
of the photographer taking the picture.

All these lenses show "reality" in their own specific way. None of them is particularly
more "true" than another, even though we consider lenses that show life differently than
our own eyes show it to be "distorted."

In the same way, we form our perspectives on life filtered and changed by our lenses of
experience, prejudice, viewpoint, and our personal outlook on life. Change the lens, you
change the perspective. Change the perspective, you change the approach. The reality of
the situation has not changed. Only our view of it changes.

Think of the great power of this concept. Change your perspective, change your
viewpoint. Change your viewpoint, change your life.

Are you looking at a particular challenge in your life? Are you confronted by a fear so
debilitating that you cannot adequately address it? Are you worried about a particular
problem, haunted by a failure in the past? Are you concerned about your future?

Change your perspective, and change your life.

It sounds like a platitude, I know. It sounds even too Pollyanna-ish to be responsible. It
would be ludicrous, except for one very important thing -- it works.

Let's look at some practical points of view regarding this important method of change.
A negotiator may go into a situation with no hope of success. As the negotiation
proceeds, the negotiator may learn more information about the other side. That changes
her point of view of the other side. No longer does she think she is dealing from a point
of weakness. A concrete example: If you know how much money the car dealer is willing
to sell you a new car for, you're going to adjust your haggling tactics accordingly. The
situation has not changed, but the new perspective you have has adjusted your view of
reality.
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How about another example? You're a battlefield commander. You are about to launch an
all-out offensive against the other side. Suddenly, your intelligence reveals that the other
side has a weak point and a strong point. Your offensive is currently aimed at the strong
point. Has the situation changed? We say it has, but only our perspective has changed.

Let's look at a more difficult one. You feel that your contributions to a company are
worthless. Nobody ever says anything good to you. Suddenly, you learn that your latest
contribution has brought the company an additional $30 million in revenue. Has your
perspective changed?

Obviously, in each of these cases, the change was brought about by added information,
but the thing that made the difference was a change in perspective.

From a different perspective, you have a different problem. From a different perspective,
an unsolvable problem suddenly becomes a completely solvable one. From a different
point of view, your troubles are suddenly challenges. Through a different mental lens,
you see a different viewpoint. You gain a different approach, a different path to take.

It takes a bit of exercise to force yourself to see things differently, but after a few times, it
becomes second nature. It's a vastly preferable way to live.

Change your viewpoint, you change your perspective. Change your perspective, you
change your life.

Change your life for the better.
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